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Phil Moore 
6 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire, PO10 7HQ 

Tel/Fax : 01243374681    Mobile 07703162288  
Email : morsuepj@ntlworld.com 

The Squadron Buzz is the four monthly “Newsletter” of the Fleet Air Arm 

Squadron. The editor invites contributions including photographs from all members 

(e.g. Reports, Letters, News, Anecdotes, Flying Information etc.). Please submit for 

Buzz No 64 by the deadline date of Friday 22rd March 2013 to :   

 Diary of Events  2013 
(Provisional) 

  

  

  
Sat March 23               Winters End at Thruxton 

                                                                         

                                                                      
Sat 27&Sun28 April       Yeovilton Flying Standards 
                                     (Simon Thomas 07891434128) 
  

Thursday May 23            Benson *  
                                     
  

Thur 20 - Sun 23 Jun      French Deployment * 
                                     (Michael Bonham Cozens & Phil Moore 01243 374681 

)  

Thursday 24 July           Perranporth  
 
  
Sat 31 Aug                    Summer Barbecue 
                                     
 

Wed 25 - Fri 27Sept       Leuchars & Rosyth for HMS Queen Elizabeth 
* 
                                     

 Sat 19 Oct                     Haverford West  
                                     

  

 Sat Nov 23                     Annual Dinner at HMS Collingwood 
                                     (Sue Moorehead 01749672791 & Phil Moore)) 

  
 
 
  *Members of the FAAOA living in the area will be invited by the Squadron to join in the asterixed events above 
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Airfield Quiz 

 

First on the podium for correctly 
recognising North Weald airfield 
was John Beattie who rang me at 
1030 on publication day.  Well done 
John; hot on his heels with correct 
answers were Jeremy Miles with an 
email at 1248 closely followed by 
Brian Cornes  who emailed at 
1341.  I had expected Doc & Helen 
Holliday who ruled at North Weald 
for many years to be first past the 
post but maybe they felt they had 
an unfair advantage.   

 A light dusting of Christmassy snow covers this months mystery airfield  
where I spent many happy hours with the Auster.  Opening in 1936 the 
aerodrome was used for training both military and civilian pilots and engi-
neers. The airport gained a world wide reputation for aviation training, be-
ing known as Britain's Air University with students from more than 100 
countries. Following a worldwide downturn in aviation the ‘campus’ pulled 
out of pilot training in 1996. The site was then bought by Morris Leslie Ltd. 

Buzz 63 Mystery Airfield? Answers to Ed please. 
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 and to all the other lady members who prepared the accompaniments.  
During lunch the Boss gave a short welcome and thanked our host Mau-
rice Hynett of Britten Norman for allowing the Squadron to use the facili-
ties of Lee on Solent.  Britten Norman has recently moved to Lee from 
Bembridge and with it the future of Lee as an airfield available for GA 
looks much more assured.  The Company is keen to see GA activity in-
crease and currently affords Squadron members free landing and parking 
subject to notice.  But there was yet one more treat in store for us. Mau-
rice is an ex FAA pilot but also a keen aviator and offered the opportunity 
for members to have a ride in a turbine Islander they have on the books 
and a 1934 DH89A 
Rapide.  This latter 
aircraft is the oldest 
airworthy example 
in the world and is 
painted in the 
Guards colours to 
replicate one owned 
by HRH Edward, 
Prince of Wales, 
and later Edward 
VIII and is the origin 
of the scheme used 
by the Queen’s 
Flight.  The privilege 
of a 10 minute cir-
cuit in this beautiful 
and unique aircraft will stay with me 
for the rest of my days. With that 
the event drew to a natural close at 
around 1700 and Squadron aircraft 
and members departed. 
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evaluation units.  From its beginnings in 1988 the Trust has grown to a 
collection of 60 full size craft and the largest Hovercraft archive and li-
brary in the world.  The museum is granted a few days per year to open 
the site to the general public. Every year a full-blown Hovershow is 
staged to raise the funds necessary to cover the running costs - and 
5,000 people plus have visited on such occasions. Regular work parties 
throughout each week carry out restoration and repair - archiving - host 
visits and other duties.  Having been given a brief tour around the site, 
we were then allowed to wander around the various exhibits on our own.  
This gave plenty of opportunity to climb into craft, explore flight decks, 
ramps and cabins and 
stumble across hidden 
gems found in a couple 
of workshops on the 
site. My particular fa-
vourites were the 2 
SR.N4 craft, the Prin-
cess Anne and the Prin-
cess Margret, capable 
of transporting 300 pas-
sengers and a full car 
deck across the Chan-
nel at up to 100mph, all 
with a 6m wave height limit.  At the other end of the scale there are 2 
craft built in 10 hours during the TV series ‘Scrapheap Challenge’.  The 
Museum is a great example of what a truly motivated group can achieve 
and it was also pleasing to learn that hovercraft continue to be built in 
Britain and are exported across the world.  There then followed a top of 

the range barbeque, 
eaten to the sounds of 
the Band. No dubious 
looking disc of some-
thing in a bun for the 
Squadron, oh no, but 
instead a selection of 
beautifully cooked 
meats accompanied by 
colourful salads and 
followed by delicious 
deserts, cheese, coffee 
and chocolates.  A veri-
table feast and thanks 

must go to the barbeque team of Richard Lovatt and Jan Windsor     
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Welcome to the Christ-
mas Buzz for 2012 it 

seems hardly possible that the year has 
wizzed by so quickly.  Those who attended the 
dinner , full report page 8),would have heard our outgoing CO  Michael 
Ryan depict how the squadron is in very good health with nearly a hun-
dred members and over sixty aircraft .  We are indeed well set for 2013 
welcoming Bill Covington and Simon Thomas as New Commanding Offi-
cer and Senior Pilot  respectively.  Page 5 has a long awaited report on 
the last Standards weekend written by Duncan Mathews.  The editorial 
braincell suffered a serious slowdown such that I forgot to publish in the 
August issue. The article is well worth waiting for and I hope it will wet 
your appetite for standards 2013.  Page 10 has another report by me of a 
very good midweek break at the Arrow Mill which was excellent value 
even though the weather was  aweful and the Merry Wives of Windsor 
were AWOL.  Page 11 has Jeremy Cozens reporting on a repeat visit to 
Old Warden to see what must surely be the best collection of flying vin-
tage aircraft in the world.   We really should go there on a day when they 
are actually airborne!  John Beattie proves that he can write as well as fly 
Seafires with his report of our second visit to Shawbury on page 14.  One 
of the very best events I can remember thanks in no small way to our host 
Tim Nicholas who with Fiona laid on a fantastic party at their home the 
evening before our formal visit to the station.  Many thanks to  all who 
contributed to the buzz in 2012 there were many fine articles but it was 
Brent Owen with his Scimitar story in the August issue whom I judged to 
have won the prize again this year.  Ever prolific he is in this issue again 
on page 18 with a very serious article on incapacitation, (please excuse 
the airplane picture of blowuppable George!).  Alasdair Pickering brings 
warmth to this chilly season with his report on page 21 of our brilliant sum-
mer party at ‘HMS Daedalus’ this year.  It was one of the best barbies I 
have ever been to with all the essential ingredients plus a flight in Maurice 
Hynetts wonderful vintage aircraft.  Many thanks to him and all who 
helped.  As we get ready to go into a New Year with new Boss, New Sen-
ior Pilot and New Members  I  wish you all  a very merry Christmas and 
look forward to seeing you in the air in 2013.     
  
   Happy Landings 
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New Members 

Forthcoming Events 
By Phil Moore 
 

Squadron events planned for next year are still slightly embryonic but 
shown on the back page of this Buzz.  Hoped for highlights include a Sep-
tember visit to HMS Queen Elizabeth 
at Rosyth via RAF Leuchars also a 
June re run of the La Roche Bernard 
festival in France.  Day flyins to 
Thruxton, Perrranporth, Haverford 
West and the RAF at Benson are 
proposed plus The hardy overnight 
annuals of Yeovilton Standards and 
the Collingwood Dinner.  As always 
volunteer event organisers are re-
quired, names please to me or our 
new senior pilot Simon Thomas.  

Dobson 170, Heritage Way 02392 522287   

Alan Priddy's Hard 07770 820806   

Caroline Gosport alan@consultdobson.co.uk   

  Hants,   PO12 4GU     

Hart The Streams 01303 230433 PA28 Arrow 

Ivan London Road 07745 113078 G-IBFW 

Cleo Hythe ivantjhart@aol.com Lydd 

  Kent,    CT21 4JH     

Mason Foley House   AS350B3 

Nick 11 East Heath Road   G-OOIO 

Annette London Road nick@tentenths.co.uk Elstree 

  NW3 1DA     

Robson 14 Pencross view 01923 680784 RV4 

Steeve Hemyock 07776 075996 G-RVIV 

Alison Devon sb.robson@tiscali.co.uk Watchford  

  EX15 3XH     

Thomas 21 Kingsdon 01935 849008 Cessna 120 

Simon Somerton 07891 434128 G-BUJM 

Knuts Somerset             simonthomas66@tiscali.  Yeovilton 

  TA11 7LE  co.uk   

Queen Elizabeth at Rosyth  

alongside Ark Royal 
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FAA Squadron BBQ at Lee on Solent – Sat 1 Sep 12 
By Alasdair Pickering 
 

Against the run of recent weather events, the day for the Squadron BBQ 
broke calm, and partly cloudy, with a promise of continual improvement 
through the day and no rain.  So it proved to be, the sun shone, the tem-
perature rose, fourteen squadron aircraft flew in and fifty plus squadron 
members and their guests enjoyed perfect barbecue weather. 

With changing venues for 
the Squadron Barbecue this 
was the first time Lee on 
Solent had been used and 
so successful was the day 
that it should be a firm fa-
vourite for next year.  Phil 
Moore had done a splendid 
job in organising not only 
the logistics; marquee, bar-
beques, refreshments and seating but also entertainment in the form of 
the HMS SULTAN Volunteer Band and also in addition a chance to visit to 
the Hovercraft Museum.  For those who passed this opportunity by – you 

missed at treat. The 
Hovercraft Museum 
Trust is the only mu-
seum in the world de-
voted to this splendid 
British engineering 
story and sits in a cor-
ner of what was HMS 
DAEDALUS, on the 
site that housed vari-
ous military hovercraft 
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descent of something less than 1,000 ft/min will result in a survivable im-
pact, as I say, with NO further control input so long as the wings are kept 
level …… so long as a tree doesn’t appear to smite one!  If the person can 
be led to an airfield, the chance of survival in this case is very good.  As I 
re-read this, it seems to me to appear to be somewhat morbid.  Not so!  I 
never mention the possibility of incapacitation, but treat the entire process 
as a further aspect of the flight for them to share, to increase the apprecia-
tion of the magic of it all.  Perhaps some of us have forgotten that first ex-
perience of leaving the ground and feeling the life of the aircraft through 
the controls.  There is of course the added advantage that a nervous pas-
senger is much less likely to become ill if kept busy and occupied with 
keeping the aircraft level by looking at the horizon.  Now it must be under-
stood that all of the previous remarks were directed towards a passenger 
who has no concept of flying an aircraft.  In our group many of our passen-
gers are spouses or regular flying partners.  With them a more detailed or 
formal approach may be taken over a period of time and discussed frankly.  
Basic instruction in navigation, the use of the radio, and GPS to find the 
nearest suitable airfield.  Whereas initially the discussion centred around 
basic survival for a person with no flight experience or knowledge, when 
with a regular partner we can be somewhat more specific while still using 
the previous very simple techniques.  Use of autopilot to keep the wings 
level.  Changing frequency over to 121.5, and resisting any pressure from 
the ground to change from that frequency.  Why not encourage your part-
ner to navigate on a regular basis to find the airport.  I don’t think it of great 
importance in such a circumstance to get too involved in landing tech-
niques, unless of course that individual is interested in actually learning the 
basics of flying the aircraft.  My focus is mainly upon equipping that fright-
ened individual with just enough knowledge to get back on to the ground in 
a survivable condition without causing confusion.  Anything further than 
that becomes flying instruction, which should in my opinion should be more 
structured.    If interested, It might be an idea for any of our non pilot 
spouses or flying partners who read the ‘Buzz’ to write in here with any 
questions or comments from their perspective.   A final thought from my 
daughter…….. :- 
You are only young once,  
BUT  You can stay immature 
indefinitely …………… I 
really do not know to whom 
she refers, but I have always 
believed in my man-
tra………….. If you never 
grow up, you never grow 
old !       
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FAA Squadron Standards Weekend 2012   
By Duncan Matthews 
 

I think most of us harbour a twinge of regret that those halcyon days of 
carefree aviation in our youth are behind us.  Getting paid for flying Her 
Majesty’s aircraft around the world has to remain one of life’s special privi-
leges that we will find hard to beat.  So, when offered the opportunity to 
darken the tarmac at the heart of the FAA’s 21

st
 Century establishment 

once more, who could resist?  Well not the 14 members of the Squadron 
who arrived at RNAS Yeovilton for a two day ‘sheep-dip’  in the whys and 
wherefores of today’s airfield operations; the seven airborne steeds even 
got to use a bespoke Navy call sign  - quite a treat.  Arriving by air, we 
were directed onto the line by ‘Our Chief Marshall’ Marriott, who posi-
tioned the Squadron ready for any short notice tasking and directed the 
aircrews to the briefing room in the FAA Museum. 

Yeovilton Wings, Cdr Neil Thompson, greeted us on behalf of Cdre Paul 
Chivers before leaving us in the capable hands of Lt Cdr Mark Jameson 
and Lt Simon Wilson, our hosts and chaperons for the weekend.  The 
theme of the weekend was flight safety and we were given to a pro-
gramme of briefings and musings designed to re-kindle those impressively 
high standards we all know and love.  As the culmination of many years 
hard graft by Michael and co, the FAA Squadron has now been recog-
nised as an official Service Flying Club and given status on a par with the 
Yeovilton Flying Club with regard to using Yeovilton’s aviation facilities 
both in and out-of-hours .  Subject to the appropriate checks, briefings and 
operational commitments, Squadron members can now enjoy the use of 
the airfield with remarkable flexibility.  Quite a coup, and one we should all 
savour, enjoy and exercise whenever possible.  Michael set the scene 
with a well crafted curtain raiser on the ‘Culture of Aviation’.  Under the 
premise that ‘attitude influences accidents’, Michael explored the impact 
of a variety of factors that impinge on the pilot’s psyche and establish the 

The Line at Alert 15 
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frame of mind in which he takes to the air.  Expounding national traits,  
commercial pressures, military influences, flying club idiosyncrasies and 
domestic distractions, he left us in no doubt that safe aviation is no acci-
dent.  Recognising our own fitness to fly, acknowledging and neutralising 
distractions and assessing our current flying environment are all critical 
elements in continuing to fly safely.  Michael regaled us with some stir-
ring examples from his Sea Vixen days and some sobering lessons from 
the worlds of commercial aviation and GA.  Excellent food for thought as 

we all too often cram a quick sortie into our already busy domestic and 
business schedules.  Olympic Airspace - The Welsh Tourist Board have 
clearly slipped Peter Moorhead a bob or two to promote the land of the 
Dragon.  Peter did an excellent job in persuading us that ‘Wales was the 
place to fly during the Olympics’ – unless of course you fancy flying in 
formation with a Typhoon and a couple of Chinooks, that is.  The Tempo-
rary Restricted Airspace arrangements, put in place to prevent any un-
welcome aerial attention over the London and Weymouth Olympic ven-
ues, are complex to say the least.  The special charts are not easy to 
read and the logic behind some of the restrictions is challenging.  ‘Atlas 
Control’, the military ATC to manage these airspace restrictions, will be 
set up at Swanwick and manned between the 14

th
 July and 16

th
  Sep-

tember 2012. Suffice to say, if you intend to fly into any of the airspace 
covered by these restrictions, Peter’s advice is to get on the web site and 
use the NATS helpdesk.   Apparently, each time a Typhoon is launched 
from RAF Northolt, LHR will be closed for 20 minutes – it will take LHR 
24 hours to recover the schedules lost by this closure – so if you really 
want to make a name for yourself, drop into Redhill unannounced for a 
cup of tea sometime in August........  Back to matters closer to home, 
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are very basically equipped.  No autopilot and only a simple communica-
tions radio which suits my interests better than a one more complex.  My 
approach to incapacitation is rather different from someone who has an 
autopilot.  With a passenger that I have never flown with previously, I al-
ways give a basic briefing of how the aeroplane is controlled.  How the 
ailerons and elevators work and what affect they have on the aircraft.  
Nothing at all detailed, but just showing them how the ailerons operate in 
opposite directions to bank the aircraft into a turn.  How the elevators push 
the tail up or down causing us to climb or descend.  Because the aircraft 
here is an open biplane with tandem seating I have to explain just how the 
intercom works.  I think if nothing else this approach makes the flight more 
enjoyable and interesting for them.  So let me put a few ideas that I have 
developed into the mix, and as always would be very welcoming of any 
modifications and improvements to them.  At one time I had a rather large 
single engine aircraft with a simple autopilot.  Although I don’t much care 
for autopilots in small aircraft, I explained to any passengers how to en-
gage it and how to turn.  It didn’t have altitude hold, so changes in altitude 
could be effected by throttle.  Speed was adjusted by the use of elevator 
trim.  Obviously this changed the altitude which was then compensated 
with power.  All very basic and simple, but, a new concept to a non pilot.  
In flight I draw their attention to the relationship of the horizon to the air-
craft structure or perhaps the windscreen.  How the wingtips are more or 
less equidistant to the horizon on each side.  In an aircraft with a retract-
able undercarriage, I show them how to operate the wheels, and for a 
regular flying partner let them operate it on each flight so that it becomes 
familiar.  I don’t think it necessary to bother them with the use of flaps, it is 
only a further complication or distraction and doesn’t help much as far as 
getting on to the ground in one piece.  The wheels are worthwhile since 
they absorb a considerable amount of energy during a hard arrival.  I think 
a non pilot can get into more trouble attempting to flare for a touchdown 
than just allowing the aircraft to fly into the ground in a controlled fashion.  
It would be a good idea to tell them to switch off the magnetos just before 
touchdown if they can remember, or at least close the throttle.  In an air-
craft with a reliable radio, the most important use is to be able to tune it to 
121.5,  no other frequency is important, and in my opinion any further fre-
quency change should never be considered.  Now, I previously said that 
flaps were relatively unimportant in a survival situation, but there is one 
interesting exception, specifically the Cessna line of aircraft with tricycle 
undercarriage, all of these have large areas of flap.  In an emergency 
situation, selecting Full flap with Full aft trim will result in a rate of descent 
which can be controlled with throttle.  So long as the wings are kept level, 
the aircraft can be ridden all the way to the ground with no further control 
input.  With a little experimentation an engine R.P.M. to produce a rate of 
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Incapacitation 
By Brent Owen 
 

I realize that most of us who read the ‘Buzz’ are only old …. ish on the 
outside, but still in our twenties on the inside.  Though it must be said that 
I have heard some whispered comments that even I am becoming a little 
thin on top, perhaps even a few streaks of grey over the ears.   The point 
of this self awareness being that I have in recent times, given much more 
thought to the possibility of becoming incapacitated while with a non pilot 
passenger, such as my 12 year old granddaughter who is very anxious to 
fly the Great Lakes biplane.  I am equally keen to be able to give her the 
first flying lessons.  I am told by my doctor friend, that after about 50 years 
old the chance of asymptomatic sudden death actually decreases with 
age.  Comforting thought, but in recent months we had a death during the 
approach at my home airport of a person flying his Cherokee while solo.  
Earlier this year an elderly couple flying their large twin engine aircraft ex-
perienced a tragedy when the husband died leaving his non pilot wife to 
cope, which she did remarkably well even though low on fuel. I have lis-
tened to the tapes of her conversation and am amazed by her cool de-
meanour.  I mention these two incidents as a counterpoint to my doctor 
friend’s assurances.  I always encourage my passenger to take the con-
trols, and point out the basic principles of controlling the aircraft.  I have 
given it quite a lot of thought over the years.  Perhaps you might consider 
my ideas are worth some consideration.  I have two aircraft, both of which 
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Simon Wilson gave us a brief on Airfield Open Operations at Yeovilton.  
There is a refreshingly pragmatic approach to ensuring the safe operation 
of mixed aircraft types at Yeovilton that reminded us all why we all en-
joyed our military flying days so much.  Crisp, clear and  explicit,  the pro-
cedures that the current management have in place are designed to keep 
flying operations simple and safe.  The briefing slides will be made avail-
able by Michael shortly but, in the short term, a call to Air Ops (01935 
455497) would get you going in the right direction. Obviously, any use by 
non-military traffic is subject to operational requirements and all aircraft 
heading for VL should have sufficient fuel, weather and initiative to divert 
as required.  Moving on to using the airfield when it is shut, primarily at 
weekends and during leave periods, Mark Jameson built on the earlier 
brief to outline the procedures for when VL ATC is unmanned.  The main 
message here is that the airfield can be used by a variety of interest 
groups when it is closed, ranging from the gliding club and Yeovilton Fly-
ing Club to model aircraft flyers and joggers. Again, full details will follow, 
but nothing will replace the requirement for an excellent lookout on joining 
and appropriate blind positioning calls throughout operations both in the 
air and on the ground (these will be recorded).  After fielding a raft of 
questions from the inquisitive audience, Mark and Simon joined us as we 
moved off to digest the morning’s words of wisdom and to reflect on cul-
ture and procedures over a finger buffet in the FAA Museum Restaurant.  
After lunch we went flying.  For the third year running we didn’t complete 
Michael’s well planned ‘controlled-airspace-avoidance’ sortie, but we did 
take to the air with missions and pax various to enjoy the remains of the 
day.  Dodging the showers, we celebrated our new found freedom of the 
MATZ. Sorties ranged from aerial photography, to ‘flying lessons’, airstrip 
famils, ccts and RTBs.  Maybe next year, Michael...?  For those not din-
ing in the Marsden Inn (a pub somewhere in Somerset!), we discharged 
our passengers on the apron and made our self-administered departures.  
This marked the end of Standards 2012 Day 1. We’d had culture and 
education, briefing and camaraderie served up with a deal of humour and 
style.  Michael deserves a BZ for all his efforts in corralling the team and 
for arranging an excellent day of information and cultural exhortations.   

Exercise Complete—Standards Achieved 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?hl=en&tbo=d&biw=1486&bih=746&tbm=isch&tbnid=xcIGnabeip_uHM:&imgrefurl=http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2374265/posts&docid=4OcQMAcwIAvW7M&imgurl=http://www.vagabondish.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/04/ottopilot.jpg&w=
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Squadron Dinner at HMS Collingwood – 24th  November 2012 
By Phil Moore 
  

Forty nine Squadron members and their guests greatly enjoyed the six-
teenth annual dinner at HMS Collingwood on Saturday 24

th
 November.  

Despite the atrocious weather, which for the first time ever prevented any-
body flying into Lee, by 1300, there was a healthy group lunching at the 
Osborne View and enjoying catching up on each other’s news.  On com-
pletion the AEO, being a local, was detailed off to lead the squadron con-
voy back to Collingwood through the torrential 
rain avoiding roadworks and deep water.  The 
Collingwood gate staff were very friendly, the 
formalities minimal, and we were soon un-
packing in roomy comfortable cabins all I be-
lieve en suite and double bedded!  Tea and 
the AGM followed, all very pleasant and inter-
esting, attended by many more members in-
cluding our new Boss designate Bill Coving-
ton. The new senior pilot, Simon Thomas, was 
sworn in and we all went off to change.  Acquisition of ‘Flying Speed’ 

followed in the main bar where tales of derring-
do flowed most eloquently before, at the behest 
of Collingwood’s Front of House Manager, Gary 
Knowles, we drifted across to the Collingwood 
Room to sit at the beautifully decorated U 
shaped table.  Chef de Cuisine, Gavin Moore, 
had prepared a sumptuous repast which was 
well washed down with excellent wine prior to 
our outgoing CO, Michael Ryan, rising to 

speak..Michael impressed us with how well the squadron had successful 
grown in the last sixteen years before handing the ‘baton’ over to our new 
Commanding Officer Bill Covington.  Michael was given a hefty ‘BZ’ for his 
valuable contribution both as boss and 
senior pilot over the years and presented 
with an engraved decanter and photos 
of him and Charlie in ‘India Tango’.  Our 
principal guest, Captain ‘Jock’ Alexander 
OBE RN, (CO Desig VL), was the next 
speaker.  Jock inspired us with an upbeat 
view of the FAA and a ‘riveting’ account of 
his ‘runaway’ seaking which nearly slid 
into the Scottish sea.  Jock was followed 
by this year’s lady speaker, Charlie Ryan.  
She gave an encouraging speech to potential lady flying companions citing 

Pictures by John Marriot 
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sheds! The pilot casualty rate was exceedingly high at around 60%. The 
Horsa weighed in at 15500 lbs MAUW, carrying a 7,000 lb load (up to 28 
troops or jeep/trailer or field gun or a mix of load) and about 3,500 were 
built. The Hamilcar was much larger with a MAUW up to 36,000 lbs giving 
it a light tank carrying capability, and although mainly intended for heavy 
loads, 40 troops could be carried if necessary. Over 400 were built. The 
Horsa under construction at Shawbury was built from scratch, initially by 
copying photographs or small original parts, but later British Aerospace 
produced a complete set of drawings making life much easier. However, 
product liability crept into the modern game (it wouldn’t have in 1942!) and 
the trust were forbidden from flying the finished product having used the 
BAe plans. We saw a complete fuselage which looked for all the world as 
though it was ready for a Halifax to stop by and tow it into the air, albeit no 
wings were fitted at the time. The quality of workmanship was superb and 
every detail designed to exactly reproduce the original. During this work a 
liaison was struck up with an American museum who were keen to pro-
duce the US version, a steel tube framed ‘Waco’ glider (Weaver Aircraft 
Company) of about 7,500 lbs MAUW. The trust members made a com-
plete Waco cockpit to present to the Americans and had built, now posi-
tioned  alongside their Horsa, a partially complete Waco fuselage of their 
own. We were all very impressed indeed with the skill and enthusiasm of 
the volunteer members of this venture and particularly enjoyed talking to 
Glider Regiment veteran Godfrey Yardley who was on hand to shoot 
down awkward questions!  I wasn’t sure what to think about this visit prior 
to arrival, having been to Shawbury many times, but thoroughly enjoyed 
all of it. Fiona and Tim’s hospitality was impressive, the food superb and 
overall organisation and attention to detail first class. 20 FAAOA members 
and 2 friends enjoyed the visit, lets hope we can attract the other 58 mem-
bers next year, they will certainly not regret it. 

The Shawbury Team 
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hour. As Nick hadn’t managed to crack any jokes at this stage, Phil 
Moore’s phone rang with a very space age tone to provide an amusing 
diversion and waking up anyone who had drifted off. The Sea King re-
mains a workhorse at present, with HMS Gannet flight noted as the busi-
est SAR unit in the UK, with 447 call-outs last year. The Junglie Sea King 
Mk4 continues to have a hard operational life in Afghanistan. The ASAC 
Sea Kings or ‘Baggers’ as they are affectionately known give excellent 
intelligence deployed to Afghanistan and are supporting the Olympics. 
Their Searchwater radar gives stunning results of ground traffic and at 
altitudes that don’t disclose its interest in a target. For the future FAA, 
Nick ran through the present situation with the new aircraft carriers, now 
being built to accommodate the VSTOL capability F35. He also showed a 
futuristic design for a stealth technology ‘Future Surface Combatant’ craft 
which is being developed to augment the ‘skimmer’ fleet. The ASAC Sea 
King is on the way out to be replaced by a utility Merlin with the radar low-
ering from the ramp. Wildcat is just about to be introduced into service 
and is a quantum leap over its predecessor, the Mk8 Lynx, for deploy-
ment to small ships. Despite appearances it is a totally new design, re- 
engined and with an all glass cockpit and very much state of the art avi-
onics. The troop carrying RAF Merlin fleet is slowly being taken over by 
the Commando world, operating in support of JHC. The Lightning 2, F35 
VSTOL version strike fighter is on track to equip the new carrier air 
groups. The world wide capability of the carriers and their air groups is a 
stunning prospect for the Fleet Air Arm.  After a very pleasant lunch in the 
mess we visited the ‘Assault Glider Trust’, set up to build a replica of the 
workhorse Airspeed Horsa  glider, as no complete example exists. Martin 
Locke took us through the history, pointing out that gliders, usually ac-
companied by parachutists, had taken part in 17 operations during WW2, 
the biggest of which was D Day of course. Pilots had a short training pro-
gramme, starting on Tiger Moths and moving to first Hotspur and then 
Horsa or Hamilcar gliders. During operations the attrition rate was very 
high, many gliders being crashed rather than landed on arrival at their 

destination for a variety of reasons. 
It did strike me that giving them a 
wheeled undercarriage was asking 
for trouble and a simple skid ar-
rangement would be very much 
easier, but re-inventing a wheel 
never really works does it? Their 
simple all wood construction, whilst 
cheap to produce meant they were 
not able to be re-used and many 
ended up as post war garden 
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many who, initially were without 
interest or even had a fear of fly-
ing, had, after attending the FC 
course, blossomed into very keen 
co pilots with one even going solo.  
With Bill Covington now firmly in 
charge the evening was con-

cluded by the Buzz editor presenting 
the trophy for best article in 2012 to 
Brent Owen, (again), for his brilliant 
piece on the Scimitar in the August 
issue.  Sunday morning breakfast 
was well up to speed with lots of beans and fried bread like only the navy 
can do.  We had an extended final washup in the dining room before dis-
persing by car.  Another delightful squadron dinner made even better by 
the improved cabin accommodation, I hope we can come back again next 
year. Many thanks are due to The HMS Collingwood Wardroom Mess 
President for providing such a splendid venue, and also to Michael Ryan 
and his team for organising it all. 

 This display is done annually in various forms by an individual on Kent Island, 

Maryland.  The attention to detail is amazing the more you look at it.          

The broken fence, the damaged red waggon and the  

elf pulling the tricycle off the tailplane  I wonder why  

he has an F104 on his front lawn?   
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Cultural Visit to Arrow Mill – 23 & 24 October 2012 
By Phil Moore 

 
Ten Squadron couples 
repaired to the delightful 
Woodhams Arrow Mill 
for two nights of cultural 
entertainment in Octo-
ber.  Sadly the weather 
was abysmal such that 
nobody could fly in all 
coming by car instead.  
Highlight of the event 
was to have been the 
first night performance of 
Shakespeare’s ‘Merry 
Wives of Windsor’ at the 

famous Stratford on Avon Theatre.  This really 
was a first night showing which the company 
had been rehearsing hard to present.  Sadly 
they had not rehearsed quite hard enough and 
decided at the last minute they were not ready 
to perform to the public and cancelled the per-
formance.  Despite this disappointment the 
squadron spirit prevailed with everyone joining 
in to make the best of the situation.  During the 
day some visited Coughton Court, home of the 
gunpowder plot whilst others opted for the bril-
liant car museum at Gaydon which always 
brings back memories for me. The evenings 
found us enjoying delightful dinners at the Ar-
row Mill where we were kept in fits of laughter 

by Denis Woodhams, Michael Bon-
ham Cozens, John Beattie and oth-
ers who seemed to have an inex-
haustible supply of funny stories.  If 
only I could remember them all!  Fri-
day morning dawned still drizzly but 
we all departed happy having had a 
very enjoyable midweek break.  
Thanks to Denis & Margaret for or-
ganising the event and providing the 
venue. 

The Arrow Mill 

Charley, a new dog for Denis 

My very first car, a Ford 8 at Gaydon 
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quality of the Shawbury product and how she or he can be improved to 
meet the receiving service’s needs. The DHFS  have had 4,233 students 
through the various courses in 15 years, of whom 502 have been RN pi-
lots. The graduates are highly regarded by all 3 services. The future how-
ever, isn’t yet Orange, as the contract ran out and has only been renewed 
temporarily out of dire necessity. Most definitely a sign of uncertain times 
and the powers that be unsure what to plan for in the future. Right now 
there won’t be an RAF student helicopter pilot for three more years, 
meaning the Griffin Sqn can concentrate on the Olympics! Tim did relate 
the tale of the RAF Puma’s part in the Olympics, in which the a/c is armed 
and has the task of possibly shooting down a light a/c that transgresses 
the rules and doesn’t comply with the ‘follow me’ instructions. You may be 
aware that flight plans have been a problem and one Puma got airborne 
flying towards London within the restricted area, but without the flight plan 
being properly cleared, to which the response was to scramble another 
Puma, from the same Squadron of course,  to  potentially shoot him down! 
The school is staffed by both serving and retired instructors from all 3 ser-
vices giving a broad cross section of experience and background. The 
DHFS was set up to economise on training costs and whilst planned real 
estate economies didn’t materialise, numbers of training aircraft have re-
duced from 97 to about 46 and each student gets a constant and stan-
dardised training package, unlike in single-service days.  Next brief was 
given by Lt Nick Bell RN who gave us an overview of the Fleet Air Arm of 
today, which was extremely useful because it has changed dramatically 
since I left in 1994 and even that was unrecognisable from Michael Bon-
ham-Cozens FAA of the 1950’s! The student of today will train on the 
Grob and then if streamed Fixed Wing to the Tucano and Hawk in the 
RAF system, but ultimately destined for the F35 via an exchange abroad. 
If streamed Rotary Wing then on to Lynx or Merlin, the Sea King pipeline 
having just about dried up to meet the out-of-service date of 2015. Ob-
servers will train on 750 Sqn with the newly introduced King Air, sporting a 
much improved radar with on-board simulator inputs to the tactical 
screens. The Merlin world has now stabilised into 814 and 820 Sqns em-
barked in CVS, LPH or RFA, 829 Sqn providing 8 destroyer flights and 
824 Sqn carrying out all training and the running of simulators. The aircraft 
itself is being converted into a Mk2 version with mainly avionics improve-
ments, one of which removes the Standby instruments, they being the old 
fashioned, very reliable, user friendly round ones and replacing them with 
a single digital Horizon/speed/altitude device which they’re sure is very 
good! In response to a question, Nick advised that the Merlin maintenance 
effort required for each flying hour was about 68 hours. Quite a staggering 
figure and I am certain I remember before it came into service that the 
WHL quoted target figure was under 20 hours maintenance per flight 
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FAAOA Sqn visit to Shawbury   -   24/25 July 2012 
By John Beattie 

 

It had to be the best flying day so far this 
year for the 7 aircraft that flew in to RAF 
Shawbury, being  Roger Dunn’s Mooney,  
Peter Lovegrove’s Cessna 150 tail drag-
ger, Michael Ryans TB10, Greg Moore’s 
Streak Shadow, John Beattie’s Chipmunk,  
the Editorial Arrow and Michael Bonham-
Cozens Bonanza.  A quick arrival cuppa 
was followed by transport to the Nicholas 
house-

hold where a fabulous supper awaited 
us. Tim’s wife Fiona and her neighbour 
Louise had prepared a superb buffet 
supper and a very convivial evening 
was enjoyed by all, including a night fly-
past by a Chinook, which had to be 
organised as it came directly overhead 
landing lights ablaze. Fiona and Tim 
provided the perfect setting and ambi-
ence for a most pleasant and social 
evening.  The following morning started 
with a welcome by the new CO of 705 Sqn, Lt Cdr Steve Bolton, on his 
very first morning in post. Tim Nicholas followed with a comprehensive 
brief on the role of the Defence Helicopter Flying School, a tri-service or-
ganisation consisting of 705 Sqn (RN) Squirrel, 660 Sqn (AAC) Squirrel 
and 60 Sqn (RAF) Griffin (Bell 412). The ‘service’ mentioned with each 
Sqn is an affiliation only, the Squadrons really are tri-service in their op-
eration and anyone can be trained on any of the Squadrons. The school 
has enjoyed a very good safety record over the 15 years of the present 
contract, attrition allowance having been made for 1 a/c write off every 3 
years, but there have only been 4 accidents in 15 years. A picture was 
shown of one very bent and twisted Squirrel which had been crashed by a 
solo student at Chetwynd relief landing ground. Wait for it,………. stu-
dents name was S/Lt Crease (you can’t make it up, can you?)! When he 
phoned in to advise that he had had a bit of trouble, the duty Instructor 
asked how bad the damage was, to be told ‘it won’t polish out’! The air-
craft was a total write off. They nowadays teach CRM (crew resource 
management), ‘Inspirational training’ and tri-service liaison as part of the 
syllabus, though Lord knows how we got by without any of that in the 60’s, 
70’s and 80’s.  Another modern invention is the ‘Customer Executive 
Board’ where reps from individual services get together and discuss the 
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Old Warden Airfield visit – 19 September 2012 
By Jeremy Cozens 

Delta Mike departed Yeovilton at 0830hrs into blue sky levelling out at 
2200ft as if on rails to spend the next hour and a half admiring the view. It 
was bumpy towards the end as the sun had been exciting the air below us. 
We arrived overhead Old Warden with a 90º crosswind making it difficult to 
work out the best landing direction. We elected for 21 and had quite a 
bumpy approach. Landed safety and parked in the line up. A Bell helicopter 
flown by Tim Nicholas landed just after we did from Shawbury on a cushion 
of air and grass, thoughtfully setting down well away from where we had 
parked up.  We were met with coffee and a lot of biscuits having first chat-
ted up the waitress! More guests arrived adding to the busy hum of people 
meeting friends again.  After introductions by the museum guides we were 
taken to the first Hangar which contained a range of beautifully restored 
aircraft from WW1.  Construction was mostly Spruce frames covered by 
Irish Linen although some used Egyptian cotton, at £35/metre, topped off 
with 8 or 9 layers of dope.  First up was a 1918 Avro 504k with engine lubri-

cated by castor oil the pilots of 
which were completely envel-
oped in a fine spray of lubricant.  
Next up was a 1917 Bristol F2B, 
doped wings with hand frayed 
canvas to aid its adhesive prop-
erties. It needed a mechanical 
Hucks aircraft starter mounted 
on what looks like a model T 
Ford to get it going. Following on 
was an Albatross D5a replica 
built in New Zealand but contain-

Pictures by John Marriot 
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ing an original Mercedes engine. It really did look intimidating and surpris-
ingly streamlined.  Finally a splendid example of a 1916 Sopwith Pup, 
highly manoeuvrable, with an excellent rate of climb. These aircraft were 
armed with Le Prier rockets used against observation balloons, a knife 
edge in the nose cone piercing the fabric to ignite escaping gas. We then 
moved on to the next hangar to 
admire a 1937 Hawker Demon 
with an amazing silver engine 
cowling and silver painted doped 
wings.  Next was a 1934 Hawker 
Hind light day bomber and trainer 
one of 20 delivered to the Afghan 
air force.  Last to be seen was the 
1931 Avro tutor which exhibits 
quite a striking difference in its 
appearance compared to the Hind 
considering there is only 3 years 
between them.  Moving to the next 
hangar we were greeted by the wonderful Westland Lysander.  Capable 
of landing in very small fields at 55 mph; it could fly for 10 hours covering 
a distance of 800 miles.  Used in WW2, to ferry agents in and out of 
France by night, typically spending only 3-4 minutes on the ground to de-
posit incoming and retrieve outgoing personnel.  There was also a 1937 
Kirby kite of all wooden  construction used to test radar avoidance and a 
Mk 1 RN Seahawk which brought back a few memories from the assem-
bled onlookers.  Our guide pointed out Richard Shuttleworth’s 1931 
Desouter 1 which was one of four aircraft he used in a hire business at £4/

hour including pilot and fuel.  The 
1923 English electric wren was 
built for the Air Ministry and had 
an empty weight of 232lbs. A 
prize was offered by the Duke of 
Sutherland for the most economi-
cal light single seat aircraft and 
the Daily Mail offered a prize for 
the longest flight by a motor 
glider with an engine capacity of 
not more than 750cc. This aircraft 
shared the prize with an ANEC 1 
as it covered 87.5 miles on one 
imperial gallon of petrol.  Finally 

the 1929 Parnall Elf, only surviving example of 3 made, suffered from  fuel 
problems as its engine would cut out if fuel flow was upset by flight forces.  
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Moving on to the fourth han-
gar we gazed in awe at the 
1909 Bleriot XI which is the 
oldest flying aeroplane in the 
world.  With bungee rope 
suspension, a 25hp engine, 
and no ailerons, wing warp-
ing was used to control the 
aircraft in roll.  Sharing the 
space was a 1912 Blackburn 
monoplane which was res-
cued from a hay barn. The 
farmer who owned the plane 

didn’t want to remove all the hay bales that were in front of the plane and 
so wouldn’t sell it. The buyer therefore persuaded him to sell the barn, 
and all the hay just in order to get 
hold of the aeroplane!  The final 
hangar contained an Avro Anson 
19 a WW2 communications air-
craft of which there were many 
built.  Next to it the German Fie-
seler Storch with  massive wings, 
leading edge slot and flaps the 
size of doors enabling it to ‘hover’ 
in a headwind.  On our way out a 
look in the workshop revealed a 
Mark 5C Spitfire being restored.  
They had already removed and 
replaced 17000 rivets and hoped eventually to fit a brand new, (buried), 
Burmese engine.  It was of interest that the rebuild time is forecast to be 
45000 hours, 3 times as long as the original factory build time of 15000 

hrs.  A splendid lunch in the 
Museum restaurant followed 
this excellent visit before we 
boarded our trusty Tecnam for 
a quick getaway to make it 
back to Somerset before Ye-
ovilton closed. 


